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ABSTRACT Cloud computing gained a lot of growth in the development of scientific and industrial
domains due to its scalability, data analysis, portability, and storage abilities. The sensors and actuators
facilitate wireless communication with real-time data gathering and local preprocessing. However, the huge
amount of data collection and storage for such low powered nodes incurs the problem of reliability and
efficient resource management. The technology of cloud computing provides an emerging paradigm for
the sensors-based applications to improve processing, management, and storage of massive data. However,
sensor nodes are organized and communicate in a distributed environment, which is harmful to network
reliability and privacy. Recently, many solutions are presented for data transmissions in distributed systems
through link-aware routing, but efficient utilization of network resources is still an open research issue.
Also, most of the proposed solutions provide secure transmissions on the cost of computation and routing
overhead. In this work, we propose a distributed and data reliability model for mobile edge-based sensor-
cloud (DDR-ESC) to grow the data delivery performance and preserve the control of security. Moreover,
edge-based communications with the cloud systems make the transmission intelligently and decrease the
threshold of packets level overhead with high dependability. The extensive experiments validate the proposed
model as compared to the state-of-the-art schemes.

INDEX TERMS Distributed routing, mobile edge nodes, cloud sensors, data reliability, nodes integrity.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, wireless technologies played an impor-
tant role in the growth and development of different fields
such as the Internet of Things (IoT), wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs), cloud computing, and smart heterogeneous
systems [1]–[4]. Due to automated, self-configure, and
lightweight infrastructures, different researchers exploit them
in the domain of academics and industries. The wireless
devices can be distributed randomly or predefined for observ-
ing data towards the central controller referred to as Base Sta-
tion (BS). Due to the collection of huge observing data, many
researchers have proposed cloud-based solutions to increase
network scalability and storage. However, the restricted
resources of sensor nodes lead to degrading the network
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performance in terms of energy efficiency and timely data
delivery to the application users [5]–[8]. Also, the observing
data from sensor nodes is transmitted towards cloud servers
by the intermediate nodes. Such data routing is exposed to
many network threats over the Internet. Cloud computing
offers various resource-oriented services to network users for
data deployment, processing, and computing [9]–[12]. How-
ever, when the network size increases, the platform of cloud
computing incurs network latency and decreases the perfor-
mance of network throughput on time. Different solutions
based on sensors-cloud are proposed in the last decade to
cope with security threats [13]–[15]. However, most of these
solutions overlooked the reliable data delivery and limited
constraints of sensor nodes. Such solutions raise the possi-
bility of network disaster and erroneous transmission, espe-
cially under the harsh network field. This research presents
a distributed data reliability model for mobile edge-based
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sensor-cloud. The objectives of the model are to deliver the
efficacy outcomes for network latency, error-free transmis-
sion, and data security. The proposed model deploys mobile
edge nodes along with ordinary sensor nodes for collecting
data from the real-world. Mobile edge nodes are more pow-
erful as compared to ordinary sensors and are therefore
placed at the edge of the network field. The need of incor-
porating mobile edge nodes is to decrease the latency rate
while forwarding the data towards cloud servers, which ulti-
mately increases the data delivery performance with minimal
overheads on sensor nodes. This research work offers the
following contributions:

• Explains the previous work of sensor-cloud for ensuring
data routing and security.

• Proposes distributed routing for information collection
and transmission with balancing the network load and
resources using the Floyd Warshall algorithm.

• Incorporates the link asymmetry method between
mobile edge nodes and forwarders to guarantee the
delivery of data and transmission integrity.

• Preserves data authentication and privacy based on the
security algorithm so sensors’ data can be received with-
out any disturbance on the cloud system through multi-
ple mobile edge nodes.

The remaining paper is organized in the following sections.
The literature work is argued in section 2. The description
of the DDR-ESC model with its network model and system
design is presented in Section 3. The experimental results
are discussed in Section 4. In the end, the research work is
concluded in Section 5.

II. LITERATURE WORK
The technology of cloud computing is broadly adopted in
various applications to decrease the computation overhead
and latency [16], [17]. Also, the WSN integrated with cloud
computing has gained a rapid development for various real-
world solutions due to the collection of a huge amount of
data [11], [18], [19]. The cloud servers receive sensors’
data via multiple intermediate nodes and provide centralized
data analysis with the least computing power for constraint
oriented sensor nodes. Cloud computing copes with the issue
of bounded resources of IoT-based sensors for the analysis,
storage, and management of big data [20], [21]. Now, most
of the cloud-based solutions are adopting the services of
edge computing and fog computing for efficiently utilizing
network resources with the least computing power of com-
munication nodes [22], [23]. The authors in [24] proposed a
dynamic duty cycle (DDC), which aims to increase energy
efficiency with nominal transmission delay. The proposed
scheme delivers data packets towards the BS on time and
supports delay-sensitive applications. It prolongs the active
epoch of the nodes that exist in the non-hotspot areas. Due to
the larger duty cycle, the data forwarders are remained awake
with a larger chance. Accordingly, the sleep delay of a node
decreases, while during the routing, the transmission delay is

decreased. The performed experiments indicate that the pro-
posed scheme contributes to the network lifetime and energy-
efficiency with minimal transmission delay as compared to
other solutions.

In [25], the authors propose Energy Efficient and Reliable
Transport of Data in Cloud-Based IoT, which aims to improve
the data reliability and decrease traffic power consumption.
The proposed solution presents a standby routes selection
scheme for replacing the nodes’ failure and attains data reli-
ability with nominal power consumption. Also, the paper
proposes a reliability level scheme to minimize the traffic
power consumption between IoT-based sensors in consider-
ing the needed level of reliability. The proposed scheme also
prevents the overhead on the busy reliable paths in mitigating
the interference. The authors in [26] proposed Edge-based
differential privacy computing for sensor–cloud systems to
decrease the communication cost and improve data manage-
ment. Based on the technology of edge computing [27]–[29],
it presents three layers for storage architecture. The collected
data from the network field is managed and processed by
algorithms on edge servers, which guarantees data privacy.
Moreover, the edge servers transmit fewer sensors’ data
towards the cloud server and decrease the additional trans-
mission cost with manageable data storage in a lightweight
manner.

The authors in [30] proposed a Cloud-based scheme for
Protecting Source Location Privacy (CPSLP) forWSNs using
Multi-sinks, which aims to improve the network lifetime
and keep smooth the privacy protection. It makes the use
of multiple sink nodes to determine several routing paths.
Further, the proposed solution incorporates false packets in
the network field to confuse malicious nodes and presents a
comprehensive privacy location. The simulation-based exper-
imental results demonstrate that the proposed solution can
prevent the oppositional capture and preserve privacy protec-
tion on a high level.

The k-means Cluster-based Location Privacy Protection
(KCLP) scheme is proposed in [31], which decreases the
energy consumption and network delay as compared to other
solutions. It uses a fake source node to simulate the function
of the real sources and protect the source location. Moreover,
the proposed scheme uses fake sink nodes with a particular
transmission pattern to protect the privacy of the sink loca-
tion. The proposed scheme applies the k-means algorithm to
formulate the cluster and the fake packets pass through the
area, which results in improving the safety time. The authors
in [32] proposed a mechanism, named energy-efficient intra-
cluster scheme (EEICS), for secure big data communications
in WSNs that is used for improving the lifetime and data
security. The proposed solution parts the nodes in clusters
and suggests a multi-hop routing toward cluster heads for
the selection of the relay node based on residual energy.
Similarly, it provides data security in the cluster to preserve
the privacy of source nodes. The experimental results showed
the improved performance of the EEICS as compared to other
solutions.
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In [33], the authors highlighted the lack of existing trust-
based solutions in the scenario of sensor-cloud. The proposed
solution provides a fog-based hierarchical trust mechanism
to overcome such harms. This mechanism is informal to
implement and can cope with heavy and fine-grained data
analysis tasks of the fog layer. The experimental results prove
the fog-based hierarchical structure, which improves the net-
work energy by ensuring rapid malicious node detection. The
authors in [34] proposed a fog-based model to extend the
classical Hungarian algorithm. In the proposedmodel, the fog
layer performs the role of buffer and controller between the
layers of wireless sensor networks and cloud. The classical
Hungarian algorithm first performs a matching function and
then it schedules the free resources for attaining optimal
matching. The performed experiments and theoretical anal-
ysis indicate that the proposed model improves the efficient
resource utilization and reliability.

It is observed from the discussed work that cloud comput-
ing is used in different applications for data analysis, storage,
and processing. The technology ofWSN is integratedwith the
cloud paradigm to reduce the additional computational over-
head of real-time applications. However, its dynamic, robust,
and unpredictable factors are imposing research challenges
in terms of energy efficiency and reliable routing [35], [36].
Although it is seen that authors have proposed cloud-based
solutions for data management that decreases the process-
ing overheads of the low-powered sensor nodes, such solu-
tions lack the problem of data latency. Besides, most of
the cloud-based solutions do not study reliable routing and
degrade data delivery performance. Some solutions are pro-
posed based on edge computing that guaranteed network
connectivity and integrity, however, most of them overlook
the constraint-oriented systems for data security and trust-
worthiness. Based on the discussion, it is revealed that dis-
tributed and reliable routing using a sensor-cloud paradigm
is a demanding task for preserving the energy resource by
minimizing the processing cost with the management of big
data.

III. DISTRIBUTED AND DATA RELIABILITY MODEL FOR
MOBILE EDGE-BASED SENSOR-CLOUD
The proposed DDR-ESC model includes two main algo-
rithms. The first algorithm develops a distributed reliable
routing to attain energy efficiency and a more certain data
delivery performance in time. In this algorithm, normal sen-
sor nodes are deployed with some powerful mobile edge
nodes. The mobile edge nodes are placed at the boundary
of the network field to reduce the probability of data loss
and maintains data integrity. Unlike most of the existing
solutions that exploit the greedy algorithm for the formation
of routing paths and lead to energy hole systems, the proposed
algorithm uses the real-time node’s parameters and associates
them with minimum communications cost. The DDR-ESC
model makes use of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to compute
the most optimal route among all shortest paths. Also, the
sensors’ data is received, processed, and stored on the cloud

FIGURE 1. System design of DDR-ESC model.

platform through mobile edge nodes. The second algorithm
offers data security between sensors and mobile edge nodes
using the data authentication code. Moreover, the strength of
the privacy between mobile edge nodes and the cloud servers
is increased based on the multiple encryption schemes, which
results in generating more complex secure blocks. Accord-
ingly, the DDR-ESC model achieves the energy efficiency
and security along with reliable data delivery with mutual
authentication between sensors, mobile edge nodes, and the
cloud system. The system design of the DDR-ESC model is
depicted in Figure 1.

The sub-sections present the network model and detailed
algorithms of the proposed system.

A. NETWORK MODEL
In the beginning, we suppose that the sensor nodes Si are
randomly located in the square sized network field and orga-
nized in the form of undirected Graph G (E , N ). The set of
edges is shown by E for the number of nodes N . There is
a loop-free and unique edge between consecutive nodes that
has some numeric values referred to as weight. The Si initially
compute their weighted values based on the residual energy,
transmission cost Tcs, and link asymmetry factors. The value
of Tcs is evaluated using hybrid distance i.e. distance of
source node to a neighbor dsn and distance of a neighbor
node to BS dnb. In this work, the radio energy consumption
model [37] is used. Also, we consider some assumptions for
the network model as follows.
i. Si remain static and are densely deployed while the edge

nodes are mobile.
ii. The processing and transmission capabilities of mobile

edge nodes are stronger than Si.
iii. The Si are homogeneous in various attributes.
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iv. The battery power of the Si cannot be recharged.
v. The transmission links are asymmetric.

B. DISTRIBUTED ROUTING WITH RELIABILITY USING
LINK ASYMMETRY
This section presents an algorithm for distributing routing by
incorporating the link asymmetry factor to ensure the data
delivery performance with the consideration of constraint
resources. Also, the performance of the wireless links is
analyzed in a bi-directional method for improving the quality
of transmission. After the computation of weighted value,
the information is shared between adjacent nodes. Let us
consider that Enet is the total energy of the field at the time
of network deployment T and consumed energy Ei of node
i is obtained by the summation of transmitting and receiving
k data bits to mobile edge nodes M over the distance d , then
the residual energy Rener can be computed as Enet– (Etxi,M +
Erxi,M ). (k, d). The proposed distributed routing algorithm
makes the use of bandwidth Bw and packet reception ratio
(PRR) parameters to evaluate the link asymmetry among
consecutive nodes. The highest value of link asymmetry Ls
indicates the optimal choice for the transmission of gathered
data. Let suppose that Pt (ni, nj) are the transferred packets
between the source node ni and nj, Pd (ni, nj) is the amount of
packet drop from node ni to nj, then Ls(ni, nj) can be given as
in Equation 1.

Ls(ni, nj) = Bw ∗ (Pt (ni, nj)− Pd (ni, nj)) (1)

Similarly, Ls(nj, ni) can be computed from node nj to ni as
given in equation 2.

Ls(nj, ni) = Bw∗(Pt (nj, ni)− Pd (nj, ni)) (2)

Finally, the weightage value W (ni, nj) between node ni to nj
can be computed as given in equation 3.

W (ni, nj)=Rener+(1/(dsn+dnb))+(Ls(ni, nj)+Ls(nj, ni))

(3)

Afterward, the computedW (ni, nj) value is given as an input
to the Floyd Warshall algorithm [38], and each node deter-
mines the shortest paths in a weighted graph, as given below:
i. Suppose w(ni, nj) is the weighted value for node i and j.

If i = j, then the value w(ni, nj) is set to ‘0’.
ii. Similarly, if node i 6= j and has some direct edge then its

weighted value w(ni, nj) is set to W (ni, nj).
iii. If l is an intermediate node between node i and j, then its

optimal routing path R(ni, nj) is the summation W (ni, l)
and W

(
l, nj

)
.

Accordingly, each node selects the high-quality routing path
in terms of multiple features for transmitting the environmen-
tal data towards mobile edge nodes. In the proposed model,
the edge nodes aremobile and rotated in clockwise around the
boundary of the network field with continuous speed. The
deployed mobile nodes at the network edge decrease the data
latency and energy consumption in data collection. Later,
the collected data from mobile edge nodes are stored on

the cloud system, which is responsible to communicate with
end-users through the Internet. The incorporation of the
cloud paradigm not only improves the network scalability
but also reduces the network and processing overhead. The
routing process of the DDR-ESCmodel is elaborated through
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Distributing Routing With Link Asymmetry
1. Procedure distributing routing
2. Source node s generates request packets
3. Neighbors Ni compute weights
4. for each node i ∈ [1 : Ni]
5. W (i, j) = Rener + (1/ (dsn + dnb)) + (Ls(i, j)+
6. Ls(j, i))
7. end for
8. if i = j then
9. w(ni, nj) = 0

10. end if
11. if node i 6= j then
12. choose a direct edge using W (ni, nj)
13. else
14. if l exists then
15. R(i, j) = W (ni, l)+W

(
l, nj

)
16. end if
17. end if
18. end procedure

C. DATA SECURITY
Furthermore, the proposed model offers a data security algo-
rithm for mobile edge-based transmission to increase privacy
and integrity with the cloud system. The proposed security
algorithm supports the network resources for computation
and also decreases the data disruption from potential threats.
It copes with data privacy and mutual authentication based
on the cryptography methods from the network field to
the cloud system using mobile edge nodes. The data secu-
rity between data forwarders to the mobile edge nodes is
accomplished using data authentication code based on the
DES. The collected data that is needed to be protected from
malicious machines are divided into contiguous blocks D1,
D2, . . . .,Dn. The data blocks are transmitted from selected
forwarders using W (ni, nj) function to mobile edge nodes
in multi-hop transmission. Each in-between node integrates
the incoming data blocks with their data blocks and further
transmitting. The proposed security algorithm uses the DES
encryption algorithm and a random secret key K to generate
a data authentication code [39]. Also, the hash codes Hi are
also integrated with the encrypted blocks to ensure the data
integrity as given in equation 4.

Ci = E (Di ⊕ K )+ Hi, i ε 0 . . . n (4)

The data forwarder on next-level, first confirms the data
integrity by verifying the received hash code Hi, then it
performs an encryption algorithm and union the incoming
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cipher block with its data block and hash code as given in
equation 5.

Ci+1 = E (Di+1 ⊕ K )+ Hi+1 (5)

Upon receiving the encrypted data blocks D at mobile edge
nodesMn, multiple encryptions [40] are used based on differ-
ent symmetric keys Ki and Kj to generate multi-facet cipher
blocks Ci. The symmetric keys Ki and Kj are also securely
transmitted among mobile edge nodes and cloud servers
using private-public cryptographic principles. Such multi-
facet blocks increase the strength of data security between
mobile edge nodes and cloud servers as given in equation 6.

Ci = E(Kj ⊕ (D⊕Ki))+ Hi (6)

Finally, on receiving the encrypted blocks at the cloud system,
it performs the decryption function with the keys in reverse
order and obtained the actual field data. Algorithm 2 shows
the security process of the DDR-ESC model.

Algorithm 2 Data Security
1. Input:
2. W (ni, nj)
3. secret key K
4. encryption algorithm D(E)
5. contiguous blocks Di
6. Procedure data_security
7. forwarders compute data encryption Ci and hashes

Hi
8. Ci = E (Di ⊕ K )+ Hi
9. upstream forwarders verify the incoming data

chuck Di,
10. performs data encryption Ci+1 with hash Hi+1
11. Ci+1 = E (Di+1 ⊕ K )+ Hi+1
12. multi-facet cipher blocksCi are generated usingKi

and Kj
13. between edge-based nodes and cloud system
14. Ci = E(Kj ⊕ (D⊕ Ki)+ Hi
15. cloud system recovers the contiguous blocks Di
16. end procedure

IV. RESULTS DISCUSSION
In this section, the DDR-ESC model is evaluated with
DDC [24] and CPSLP [30] under a varying number of nodes
and a varying speed of mobile edge nodes. The series of
experiments are carried out using open source and packet-
level network simulator NS3. The simulation is executed for
a period of 1000sec. The number of malicious nodes is set to
30 that is randomly placed in the field and also in between
mobile edge nodes to the cloud system. The mobile edge
nodes are assumed to be more powerful in terms of resources
and computing power than normal sensor nodes. All nodes
have a transmission range of 15m with residual energy 2j.
The size of the data block is set to 64 bits. The mobile
edge nodes are rotated clockwise with the speed from 4m/s

TABLE 1. Network parameters.

FIGURE 2. Energy consumption and mobile edge nodes.

FIGURE 3. Energy consumption and the number of nodes.

to 20m/s. To evaluate the performance of DDR-ESC, five
network metrics are used, i.e., network throughput, packet
overhead, energy consumption, data latency, and data authen-
ticity. Table 1 depicts the list of values that are used in the
performance evaluation.

Fig.2 and Fig.3 illustrate the performance evaluation of
the DDR-ESC model against existing solutions for energy
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FIGURE 4. Packet overhead and mobile edge nodes.

FIGURE 5. Packet overhead and the number of nodes.

consumption under the varying speed of the mobile edge
nodes and the varying number of nodes. The experimental
results indicate the DDR-ESC model consumes less energy
by 14% and 11% respectively. This is due to the DDR-ESC
model present a distributed routing algorithm with lower
routing overhead and packets’ re-transmission. Also, based
on the Floyd Warshall algorithm all possible optimal routes
are identified and among them, the most optimal route is
selected for the data transmission. The existing solutions
incur additional communication overhead due to frequent
data re-generation in the presence of potential threats, which
results in increasing the level of energy consumption over the
network field. Moreover, the DDR-ESC model balances the
load among nodes in routing the observing data and based
on the latest neighbor’s information, the routing paths are
updated. Furthermore, the deployment of mobile edge nodes
significantly decreases the energy consumption of the nodes
while transferring the field data towards the cloud servers.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 demonstrate the measurement of the packet
overhead between the DDR-ESC model and other existing
work under a varying number of mobile edge nodes and a
varying number of nodes. It is noticed from the experimental

FIGURE 6. Data latency and mobile edge nodes.

FIGURE 7. Data latency and number of nodes.

results that the DDR-ESCmodel decreases the ratio of packet
overhead than other solutions by 42% and 43%. This is due to
that the DDR-ESC model evaluates the links measurement in
asymmetric mode and based on the weighted value, it selects
the most reliable and trustworthiness link for forwarding the
field data. Also, the mobile edge nodes are rotated around
the network topology with preset speed, the closest data
forwarders to the mobile edge nodes handover the sensors’
data over the more reliable route using the Floyd algorithm,
which results in decreasing the fraction of the network over-
head. Moreover, the proposed secured algorithm based on
multiple encryptions and hash codes remarkably prevent the
network data formmalicious nodes, such a security algorithm
reduces the probability of packet loss and nodes level over-
head against potential threats.

Fig.6 and Fig.7 demonstrate the performance of the
DDR-ESC model against other work in terms of data latency
under the varying speed of mobile edge nodes and the
varying number of nodes It is observed from the experimen-
tal results that the DDR-ESC model decreases the level of
data latency by 13% and 18%, respectively. This is due to
that the DDR-ESC model can cope with data traffic that
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FIGURE 8. Network throughput and mobile edge nodes.

FIGURE 9. Network throughput and number of nodes.

is generated under varying network nodes. Unlike existing
work, which mostly incurs data interruption with selected
overloaded wireless links for data routing, increasing the
delivery time in propagating the field data towards the cloud
servers. The proposed DDR-ESC model along with residual
energy it also evaluates the asymmetric link using PRR and
bandwidth factors, accordingly the most optimal in terms of
reliability and less congested next-hops are selected. Such an
algorithm routed the data on an updated and fault-tolerant
links, which results in reducing the data latency and attains
better network performance. The proposed DDR-ESC model
significantly decreases the frequently alternative route selec-
tion due to considering the finest route among the all shortest
routes and results in delivering the data to the cloud platform
by mobile edge nodes on time.

Fig.8 and Fig.9 illustrate the behavior of the DDR-ESC
model against existing work for network throughput under
the varying speed of mobile edge nodes and the varying
number of nodes. It is observed from the analysis of the
experimental results that the DDR-ESC model increases the
network throughput by 13% and 11%, respectively. This

FIGURE 10. Data authenticity and mobile edge nodes.

FIGURE 11. Data authenticity with the number of nodes.

improvement is due to the construction of more robust and
energy-efficient routing paths based on the Floyd algorithm.
Moreover, the incorporation of link measurement in the
weighted function significantly increases the data delivery
from sensors to the mobile edge node and from mobile edge
nodes to the cloud servers. Also, due to the data authentication
code based on DES increases the security level on interme-
diate nodes, which avoids the malicious nodes to drop the
data packet, and ultimately it increases the network through-
put. Moreover, the incorporation of cloud infrastructure in
a mobile edge-based network offers scalable solutions for
data processing and management with improved network
throughput.

Fig.10 and Fig.11 exhibit the data authenticity of the
DDR-ESC model with other existing work under the vary-
ing speed of mobile edge nodes and the varying number
of the nodes. Based on the experimental results, it is seen
that the DDR-ESC model has increased the ratio of data
authenticity by 14% and 13% in the comparison of the
other work. It is due to the DDR-ESC model securing the
field data from malicious entities and authenticate the nodes
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during transmission. The network data is protected using
data authentication code based on DES, which splits the
packets into fixed-sized blocks. Then, cryptography-based
lightweight encryption and decryption functions are applied
to each block to increase its privacy and integrity level. Also,
the field data is multiple times encrypted for ensuring the
authenticity in dual-mode among mobile edge-based nodes
and cloud systems.

V. CONCLUSION
This article presents a distributed and data reliability model
for mobile edge-based sensor-cloud (DDR-ESC) to provide
network scalability, energy efficiency, and data security. The
DDR-ESC model offers the distributed routing algorithm to
sense the observing data and forwards towards the cloud
system. The incorporation of the link asymmetric method
in the distributed routing algorithm ensures data reliability
and decreases the transmission cost. In the proposed model,
the mobile edge nodes ensure data integrity and connectivity
with the cloud system. Furthermore, the DDR-ESC model
secures the transmitted data from the network field to mobile
edge-based nodes and from mobile edge-based nodes to the
cloud system using the data authentication code and multi
encryptions scheme. Accordingly, data blocks are encrypted,
authenticated, and verified on several levels until they are
received on the cloud platform. The examined results illus-
trated that the DDR-ESC model increases data reliability
and security against malicious events with energy efficiency.
In the future, we aim to improve the DDR-ESC model using
deep learning techniques with edge computing for mobile
cloud systems. Also, the offloading algorithm for edge com-
puting needs to be analyzed for deciding task computing.
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